The study of a hybrid system obtained coupling a methane fuelled gas microturbine (MTG) and a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) was performed. The objective of this study is to evaluate the operation conditions as a function of the independent variables of the system, which are the current density and fuel utilization factor. Numerical simulations were carried out in developing a C++ computer code, in order to identify the preferable plant configuration and both the optimal methane flow and the current density. Operation conditions are able to ensure elasticity and the most suitable fuel utilization factor. To confirm the reliability of the models, results of the simulations were compared with reference results found in literature.
Introduction
The question of energy savings and optimization of resources is, nowadays, of primary importance, in both economic and environmental fields. In order to respect the Kyoto protocol it is important to invest in new forms of livelihood energy [1, 2] . The present work lies as part of these problems. An assigned hybrid system resulting from the coupling of a solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) with a gas microturbine (MTG) was analyzed. For this purpose a C++ code was developed, so that it was possible to define the optimal conditions of operation of the system as a function of the current density dfc of the fuel cell and the fuel utilization ( ). It has to be pointed out that only by developing such C++ code taking into account both chemical and physical phenomena (i.e., balance of power, chemical reactions, and change in the composition) was it possible to appreciate the difference in performance by comparing different plant schemes. Such calculations match with the current direction taken by the state of the art (i.e., the presence of an afterburner in place of a direct stream from the SOFC stack to the turbine). Although it is still difficult to find experimental data to validate the model completely, this was subjected to comparison with another model present in the literature. It is important to highlight that this kind of approach can be easily adapted to other kinds of plants, only by changing the parameters utilized and by correctly defining the events considered. In this specific case, for the analysis of the gas turbine the data plate of the MTG Ansaldo 100 kW was taken as a reference, as well as in [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . This type of system can reach values comparable to those of large size, from an efficiency point of view. This is why many researchers have been working for years in order to assess the most appropriate type of application [8] [9] [10] [11] . Other types of similar systems, studied with the same approach, are those that focus more on evaluating the potential for residential cogeneration systems (SOFC-CHP) [12] , those that evaluate coupling between SOFC and gas turbine of greater power (SOFC-GT) [13] [14] [15] , or those that take into account molten carbonates fuel cell (MCFC) instead of SOFC [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . In the same field specific SOFC-MTG can vary the nature of the fuel (which in this case is pure methane but which may be, e.g., synthesis gas or biomass) [14, [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] and there are also those that try, despite the fact that the state-of-the-art technology in question is not consolidated, a first economic evaluation [27, 28] . Even the same mathematical model can see different approaches. In this work, for example, a linear law is assumed as a function of temperature for the calculation of the current density of anodic and cathodic exchange, necessary for the
System Configurations
The system used as reference in this work is a hybrid system (MTG + SOFC) described in [3] . Here, in addition to the SOFC and MTG, there are a prereformer, an afterburner, and an ejector, in which methane is mixed with the gas recirculation. This type of system is capable of providing, at the design point, an electric power to the axis equal to 428 kW, divided into 319 kW produced by the fuel cell and 109 kW by gas turbine. The power spent by the two compressors (air and fuel) is, respectively, of 148 kW and 13 kW, for an efficiency of 0.61 and a TIT of 1240 K. Table 1 shows the main technical and thermodynamic data of the gas turbine and the cell and the meaning of both streams and blocks present in the following plant schemes. In this work, three different system configurations were analyzed, namely, the "base system," the "system with prereformer," and the "complete system." In both the second and the third configuration a component is added, with respect to the previous scheme. Compared to the system studied in [3] , there is no ejector. The working pressure of the methane is assumed to be the same as that of the SOFC. Figure 1 shows the diagram of the base system. The anode exhaust (in red) is divided into two parts: the left side exhaust is sent to the recirculation, while the right side flow enters the gas turbine. This stream finally unifies the cathode exhaust to make its entry in the expander. The exit gas from the turbine reaches the heat exchanger, where it provides thermal energy to preheat the air drawn from the MTG compressor. The "regenerated" air (in black) then enters the fuel cell from the cathode side. The recirculation is mixed with the pressurized methane (yellow) to enter then together the anode of the fuel cell (green).
Base System.

System with Prereformer.
The operation of the system with prereformer ( Figure 2 ) differs, with respect to the hybrid system shown in Figure 1 , only because of the presence of the prereformer. In the latter component, the mixture of methane and gas recirculation enters, so that a part of the methane is converted into hydrogen externally to the cell. 
Complete
System. In the case of complete system (Figure 3) , the difference from the previous configuration is that the anode exhaust not sent to recirculation is sent downstream of SOFC, where an afterburner (or postcombustor) provides for oxidization of the hydrogen and carbon monoxide residues. The cathode exhaust provides the oxygen to the afterburner, while the products of the postcombustor constitute the working fluid of the expander of MTG. The rest of the system is entirely analogous to the previous configurations.
Mathematical Model
Here, the procedures used for the calculation of the main variables of the hybrid system as a function of and dfc are described: recirculation flow, temperatures of mixing between recirculation and methane input anode cell operation, of afterburning, and of inlet air to the cathode, percentage of methane converted from the prereformer, and various performance parameters, that is, power output and efficiency. Calculation of flow recirculation: we calculate the air recirculation rate according to
where the calculation of H 2 ric is done using
where is given by
So, once and dfc are assigned, the recirculation flow is therefore uniquely defined. Calculation of the temperature of mixing between recirculation anodic and pressurized methane ( mix block A in Figure 5 ): a mixture formed by gas recirculation and methane out from the compressor enters the fuel cell. The anode inlet temperature is calculated by attempts by the balance of thermal power expressed by
When (4) reaches convergence, the same mix represents the unknown searched. Calculation of moles of methane converted from the prereformer ( , block A in Figure 5 ): this parameter is obtained by attempts, starting from of hypotheses to obtain the one that satisfies the power balance to prereformer. Inside the prereformer coupled reactions of steam reforming reaction and that, coupled to it, of Water Gas Shift Reaction (WGSR) occur, expressed by
The ratio between (6) and (5) speed of reaction is unknown. We proceeded by calculating the speed of reactions for the operating temperatures of the SOFC and for different percentages of reforming, using as a parameter the convergence of equilibrium constants defined by
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If dr > 0.1
T an = 873 and comparing (7) and (8) with the values of the equilibrium constants calculated as a function of the temperature according to Table 2 shows the values of the constants relating to (9) for the two reactions. The average ratio between speed of (6) and speed of (5) is equal on average to about 0.3. Equations (7) and (8) are taken from [31] , while (9) is taken from [30] . Therefore, in the calculations of the mass balance and thermal power balance, we consider that, for each mole of CH 4 converted, 0.3 moles of H 2 is also generated from the conversion of CO produced by (6) . In light of this approximation, the power balance to the prereformer appears to be expressed by Operating Temperature of the Cell ( fc , Block C in Figure 5 ). An iterative method for the calculation of the operating temperature of the cell is used as well. We start from a temperature of attempt until the convergence of power balance is reached. This last is expressed by
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It is interesting to observe graphically the power flow of Figure 4 , in which the contributions present in (11) are visible. It is now possible at this stage to calculate the power generated by the cell, througḣ=
To calculate the following equation is used:
is obtained by
while (15) is used to calculate 0 :
Nernst is given by
att is provided by
To calculate act we resort to
Analogous calculation of act results by
Once losses for activation have been defined, we calculate those for concentration conc by
The voltage loss due to the ohmic resistance is obtained by
From (12) to (15) are taken from [3] , whereas the equations in (16) to (21) are taken from [4] . Calculation of afterburning temperature (block D in Figure 5 ): once it has left the cell, the gas mixture reaches a postcombustor. Here, since the oxidation of both hydrogen and carbon monoxide still present in the anode exhaust, the temperature of the gas rises further. Then the following occur:
By varying pc the balance of thermal power is solved, expressed by
Once pc is known, which also corresponds to the TIT, since we know the isentropic efficiency of the expander MTG, we can easily calculate the temperature of the turbine outlet ( out , block E in Figure 5 ) by
Calculation of the inlet air temperature at the cathode ( cat , block F in Figure 5 ): gas mixture, of known composition and temperature out , once expanded is sent to a countercurrent heat exchanger (or regenerator). Here, as the hot fluid and as the cold, respectively, the mixture under examination and the outlet air from the compressor (at a flow rate equal to 0.808 Kg/s and at a temperature of 404 K) enter. The balance equation of thermal power into the regenerator is expressed by
It starts from 1 attempted and the calculation is iterated until (26) is satisfied. 1 represents the temperature at which the hot gases exiting the regenerator give part of their thermal power to cogeneration purposes. Once this first phase is completed, the calculation of cat through (27) is effected:
wherėt erm = 0.87 ⋅̇1.
Thus, after calculating cat , the circuit is completely defined. At the following iteration, this temperature cat is the input for the calculation of fc . The cycle continues until all the Journal of Renewable Energy 7 parameters arrive at convergence. Then, the evaluation of performance parameters is made, as follows.
Useful Power of the Cell Calculation
Cell Efficiency Calculation ( ). Consider
Gas Turbine Useful Power Calculation (̇t g ). Consideṙ
Gas Turbine Efficiency Calculation ( tg ). Consider
The efficiency and useful power of the entire system are then calculated as the sum of efficiency and useful power of SOFC and MTG. We then calculate the cogeneration indices, that is, IRE,
and the thermal limit LT,
It was assumed that the heat available downstream of the regenerator was transferable with an efficiency of 40% to a thermodynamic cycle downstream, to calculate the cogenerative values. The procedure described already is summarized in Figure 5 .
Constraints Definition
"Setting" defines a given combination of parameters dfc and with which it is possible to operate the hybrid system. Therefore, the set of all the possible settings by the range within which the parameters themselves can vary is defined (Table 1) . By defining the constraints we proceed to identify the settings that are eligible for a given value of the flow of methane, so as to adequately assess the elasticity design connected to the same flow. Steam to Carbon Ratio (STCR): the lower limit of Steam to Carbon Ratio is the first restriction to be taken into account, defined as
The said parameter must remain above 2. In the event that this limit is not respected the humidification of the anode may not be satisfactory and it may cause cracking of both methane and carbon dioxide molecules, according to the reactions
Consequently, we face the catalyst deactivation caused by the presence of carbonaceous deposits.
Constraint on Maximum Current Density.
The methane is converted to hydrogen by (5) and (6) . Given the assumptions previously made on the kinetics of these reactions, we have that the total conversion of one mole of methane per second gives rise to 3.3 moles of hydrogen per second. Simultaneously, according to (3), moles of hydrogen per second is instead consumed. Thus, the consumption of hydrogen is directly proportional to the current density. Therefore, the settings that provide a value of higher with respect to hydrogen product are considered ineligible.
Constraints on the Operating Temperature of the Fuel Cell
( fc ) and the Turbine Inlet Temperature ( ). Constraints relating to temperature are the last to be taken into account. We excluded the settings that generate temperatures of the stack higher than typical operating temperatures of SOFCs and have turbine inlet temperatures above 1250 K (current technological limit of MTG). Thus, we summarize the conditions as follows:
(a) 873 K < fc < 1200 K; (b) TIT < 1250 K.
Results
In this section, we proceed to the choice of the optimal configuration with which the hybrid system works and then to define the methane flow and the operative current density. The next step is sensitivity analysis of the main parameters at varying , whereas at the end a first validation of the calculation model is operated. Selection of the optimal configuration: the optimum configuration is that of complete system. This choice stems from the following reasoning. According to (2) , recirculation flow decreases at increasing , and, the recirculation being at a temperature higher than compressed methane, this implies a lowering of mix which then propagates on all operating parameters of the plant, using as a parameter to control the fall percentage fc at varying , defined by fall of temperature [%]
See Tables 3 and 4 . In the case of the base system, the fall of temperature is higher than 5%. This is considered excessive. By comparing Tables 3 and 4 it is evident how, for homologous settings, in the case of system with prereformer the condition has improved. Having higher temperatures with lower values implies that a significant part of the fuel is not properly used, a phenomenon that has an impact on the values of gas turbine power. Therefore, to remedy this gap is necessary to insert an afterburner downstream of the fuel cell, so that the configuration of the complete system becomes necessary. Table 5 shows how, for homologous conditions, the complete system ensures a significant increase of the gas turbine power.
Definition of Optimum Operating Conditions.
The optimum operating conditions, that is, flow of methane and the current density to operate with, are chosen using design flexibility as the criterion. The model developed has been applied to the calculation of the conditions resulting from three different values of flow rate of methane, low (̇= 0.012 kg/s), medium (̇= 0.015 kg/s), and high (̇= 0.018 kg/s). In the case of high flow rate of methane there is no setting compatible with all the constraints. In contrast, from a comparison between Tables 6(a) and 6(b), it is shown that the medium flow rate ensures greater design flexibility, thus resulting in a specific value (asterisks are the settings eligible). Table 6 (b) shows how, for dfc = 2900 A/m 2 , there is a greater choice of the possible settings that satisfy all the constraints outlined above, so that this value is identified as the operating current density and is used in the following sensitivity analysis.
Sensitivity of Operating Parameters and Performance at Varying
. A sensitivity analysis is performed to determine the effect of varying on the operating parameters and performance. According to (2) , the recirculation flow decreases at increasing (first effect). Consequently, all operating temperatures of the plant should decrease. However, the decrease of recirculation flow implies a greater flow to the afterburner as well (second effect), so that temperatures should increase. The first effect prevails on the second one. Therefore, the overall effect is a lowering of all operating temperatures of the hybrid system. Consequently, the temperature being lower, to keep the anode inlet temperature at the desired value, an inferior amount of methane flow has to be reformed before entering the cell. Thus, the percentage of reforming decreases, as Figure 6 shows. Figure 7 , owing to the already described effects, shows how the temperature at the turbine inlet monotonically decreases and the turbogas power depending on the TIT (TIT decrease means a decreasing in Δℎ, thus a reduction in useful power, according to (31) and (32)); this means also a decreasing in terms of MTG power, as one can observe in Figure 8 . Instead, a nonmonotonous trend is that concerning the power of the cell. In fact, this is affected, for low values of , by a prereforming effect, which changes the composition in the anode input (reactions (5) and (6)). Therefore, according to (16) , the composition change means that the percentage of reforming decreases, while Nernstlosses increase, causing an overall power decrease in the stack. Therefore, when it is no longer necessary to reform, the Nernst-loss decreases with decreasing temperature, so that the power of the cell starts growing (Figure 9 ). Finally, it is interesting to note that, with increasing , while overall performance parameters decrease, there is an increase in the index IRE (Figure 10 ), whereas the thermal limit remains nearly constant.
Discussion
First Validation of the Calculation Model.
A first testing of the model calculation was carried out, both of a qualitative and of a quantitative nature. The "trend" of some fundamental parameters with respect to developments known from the literature was evaluated, and the results obtained here were compared with those calculated in [3] .
Qualitative Validation.
First, for purpose of qualitative model validation, the data obtained were compared, for the same , for different values of dfc. As we expected, Table 7 shows that an increase of the current density causes an increase of the operating temperature of the hybrid system and, consequently, an increase in the percentage of methane on which it performs the prereforming. Table 8 shows that, with the increase of dfc, both the cell (despite an increase in voltage losses) and the gas turbine power rise, the second being directly dependent on the turbine inlet temperature.
Quantitative Validation.
To end the first validation process, the model was applied to the system of Figure 15 , studied in [3] , and results were compared. In [3] the methane is compressed to 30 bars instead of the operating pressure of the MTG and then joined in a mixer and blend, with associated losses, from the anode recirculation. The mixer is the only difference compared to the complete system. The thermodynamic modeling of the mixer and of the ejector inside it would be very complex. In homologous conditions, the results turn out better for the complete system (consistent with the physical principles). Thus, one objective was to evaluate, in a first approximation, how the ejector affects the losses, using equivalent useful area as a parameter. This is defined as the percentage of usable area of Figure 3 hybrid system, compared with that of Figure 11 (without ejector), such that, in homologous operating conditions, both systems produce the same power. The results are as shown in Table 9 .
It is seen that when the area is reduced up to 85% of the given "plate," the relative difference between the reference data and the data provided by the model remains around 1%, thus lending credibility to the mathematical model described in this paper.
Conclusions
The objective set at the beginning was to define the optimal conditions of operation of the hybrid system by developing a C++ code and to evaluate the suitability of this approach with the physical and chemical process present inside the SOFC-MTG plant. In the first instance we see that the optimal configuration of the hybrid system is that of the complete system. This ensures both a satisfactory temperature management and good values of gas turbine power. The flow rate of methane is excellent, given the guaranteed, high design flexibility, which is defined aṡ, that is, 0.015 kg/s. For the said value of the flow rate of methane, current density that ensures the best compromise between performance and degrees of freedom to the designer (varying eligible between 0.75 and 0.82) is that of 2900 A/m 2 . The last step is the choice of operating , which may vary depending on the objective it set out: choosing a low if there is directed towards energy optimization, high if the goal is to maximize the cogeneration yield, and a medium if seeking a compromise between the two requirements. Since systems of this type are still under study, of the 3 options described above, at the current state of the art, it seems to make sense to focus on energy optimization, and when consolidated on the market, there will be consideration later with the economic scenario of the moment. This factor is closely related to the evaluation of the investment from the perspective of cogeneration. The developed C++ code matches with both the state of the art and reference data taken from the literature, suggesting the suitability of this approach to evaluate and describe SOFC-MTG and other kinds of plants. 
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